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Why the title?

The east is red, the sun is rising

China has brought forth a Mao Zedong.

He works for the people’s welfare.

Hurrah, He is the people’s great savior.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

GndAiU2qoDI&ab_channel=Joaquin2123
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From Imperial China to the

People’s Republic



The end of Imperial China, I

• 1911 Revolution: end of Imperial China and proclamation of a Republic.

• Proximate cause: revolt against the Qing government’s plan to nationalize two local railways

(Sichuan-Hubei and Hubei-Guangdong) with the help of foreign loans.

• Private investors in Sichuan organize the Railway Protection Movement (Baolu yundong), demonstrate,

and clash with authorities.

• Cadets in Wuchang revolt on October 10, 1912 (“Double-ten day”). Military Government under Li

Hongyuan.

• Revolt spreads to others provinces all across China.

• Yuan Shikai and 46 other generals ask the Emperor Puyi to abdicate.

• Sun Yat-Sen plays a very small role.
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The end of Imperial China, II

• Ultimate cause: the inability of the Qing government to modernize China.

• State with low capabilities:

1. Lingering ethnic resentment against Manchus.

2. Lack of economic growth.

3. Defeat in the First Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895).

4. Weakness with respect to foreign powers: concessions and “unequal treaties” (however, revisionist view

by many contemporary historians).
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Decades of instability

• Elections to National Assembly in 1912 (4-6% of the population can vote): KMT wins but only with

a plurality under the leadership of Song Jiaoren (assassinated soon after).

• Presidential elections in 1913: Yuan Shikai wins by a large margin.

• Yuan soon disregards the republican institutions and proclaims a short-lived new empire.

• Yuan is opposed by provincial governors and China is fragmented into Warlord states.

• May Fourth Movement (1919) after Shandong Province is awarded to Japan at Versailles: revival of

nationalism.

• Chiang Kai-shek takes over the KMT in 1925 and starts unifying China around Nanjing and the

successful Northern Expedition: the “Nanjing decade” (1927-1937).
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Economic outcomes

• High economic growth. GPD might have grown as much as 9% a year.

• Shanghai becomes an important economic center:

1. Manufacturing capital of China.

2. Shanghai had a larger foreign population than any other world city except New York.

3. The second largest film industry after Hollywood.

• Post Office becomes an efficient organization that also handles small savings and remittances from

Chinese diaspora as a Postal Bank.

• However, progressed hit by Great Depression and collapse of international trade.
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provincial and regional level data to tease out the share of the two Lower 

Yangzi provinces (Jiangsu and Zhejiang) in the total net value added of all 

13 sectors used by Liu and Yeh for estimating the 1933 national GDP.  

Table 1 presents my result for the Lower Yangzi Province Net Domestic 

Product (NDP) for the 1930s with a detailed breakdown of all the 13 

sectors.9  The details of data sources and calculations can be found in Ma 

(2004).  

 
Table 1. Net Domestic Product by Sector of Origin for China and the Lower 
Yangzi Province in 1933 (in Billion Yuans)

Net Value Added  
China Lower Yangzi 

Province 

Lower Yangzi 
Province 
Share (in %) 

Agriculture 18.76 2.81 15 
Factories 0.64 0.37 57  
Handicrafts 2.04 0.71 35 
Mining 0.21 0 negligible 
Utilities 0.13 0.059 45 
Construction 0.34 0.1 30 
Modern Transportation & 
Communication 

0.43 0.09 21 

Old-fashioned transportation 1.2 0.29 24 
Trade 2.71 0.76 28 
Government administration 0.82 0.1 12 
Finance 0.21 0.14 65  
Personal services 0.34 0.082 24 
Residential rents 1.03 0.25 24 
Net domestic product  28.86 5.75 20 
Per Capita NNP (yuan) 57.36 94 164% 
Population (millions) 503.1 60.4 12 
Land Area (10,000 square kms) 966 21 2 
Cultivated Area (million shi mou) 1543 143 9.3 

Sources:  Ma 2005. 

                                                  
9 Thomas Rawski should be credited with the first estimate of GDP of the Lower Yangzi 
core region for the 1930s in an unpublished manuscript (1985), which unfortunately did 
not present details on his procedures.   
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and real growth rates of the 1914/18-1931/36 period should be viewed as 

highly preliminary or almost “hypothetical” and are meant to examine how 

overall GDP growth rates vary in China and Lower Yangzi Province given 

their different sectoral weights.  The back-projected estimates are 

presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 confirms that the economic structures of the Lower Yangzi 

Province NDP in 1914/18 and 1931/36 were already significantly different 

from the primarily agrarian China, making the region more comparable to 

the industrialized Japan and her colonies.  In particular, industrial growth 

exerted a far greater impact on structural change in the Lower Yangzi than 

in China, bringing an increase in percentage shares of industry in NDP 

more than twice that in China. 

 
Table 2. Per capita NDP and Structural Composition in East Asia in 
1914-1918 and 1931-1936 (in 1930s Chinese Yuan)  

Lower Yangzi  
 

China 
Province Region 

Japan Taiwan Korea Manc
h-uria 

Agriculture 71% 57 52 29 48 66
Industry 8 15 17 20 29 7
Services  21 28 31 51 23 24
Per Capita NDP 52.44 80 90 161 102 64

1914- 
1918 

As % of China 100% 153 172 305 195 122

 

Agriculture 65 49 43 19 44 53 36
Industry 10 19 22 28 27 13 20

1931- 
1936 

Services  25 32 35 53 29 34 44
 Per Capita NDP 57.36  94 107 203 132  77 69
 As % of China in  100% 164 187 354 230 134 120
Annual per capita NDP 
Growth rate between 
1914-18 and 1931-36 

0.57 0.94 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.1 
 

Population (million) in 
1931/36 503.1 60.4 45.33 67.2 5.1 21.2 38.7 

Source Notes: Ma (2004). 
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106 China’s Republic

Table 3.3 China’s foreign trade,
1910–36 (million US dollars)

Imports Exports

1910 649 503
1920 997 614
1925 1,242 876
1929 1,620 1,070
1930 1,723 944
1931 2,002 915
1932 1,524 569
1933 1,345 612
1934 1,030 535
1935 919 576
1936 941 706

Source: China Year Book (Shanghai:
Kelly and Walsh, 1936), p. 57.

crisis that already gripped the rural economy. The rural economy was
fragile. As population pressure increased, and as arable land became
scarce, peasants increased the intensity of cultivation. Some left the land –
to move to the cities, to migrate to another part of China or abroad, or
to go into the armies – but most had to stay put. Their farming came to
resemble gardening, so carefully and intensively was the land cultivated.
They had few animals. Pigs were raised to be eaten only at festival times.
Most of the protein in peasant diets came from soya beans.

China’s chronic agricultural crisis was widely discussed, by Chinese
writers and intellectuals. Their writings presented peasants, almost for
the first time in Chinese history, as human beings capable of suffering.
In the Wine Shop (Zai jiulou shang), written in 1924, was Lu Xun’s elegy
for the friends of his childhood, now condemned to lives of grinding
poverty. This poverty, which gripped most parts of rural China, could
be put down to a number of factors. The key underlying factor was the
continuing growth of the population, and the pressure that this put on
rural resources, but new pressures were emerging as well. Land accu-
mulation, as the rich invested in land because of the insecurity of other
investments, caused an increase in the number of tenant farmers. Techno-
logical backwardness made it difficult for peasants to increase yields – an
issue addressed by rural reconstruction projects in Ding xian (Hebei) and
Zouping (Shandong). Most peasants generated very little surplus income,
and what they did was eaten up by rents and taxes, which kept rising to
meet the incessant demands of governments and the army. Another bar-
rier to improving peasant incomes was the confusion in internal markets,

Lary, Diana. China's Republic, Cambridge University Press, 2007. ProQuest Ebook Central,
         http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/upenn-ebooks/detail.action?docID=288452.
Created from upenn-ebooks on 2022-12-03 18:19:56.
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Japanese agression

• Japan’s Kwantung Army invades Manchuria on September 18, 1931, after the Mukden Incident (a

false flag operation).

• In February 1932, the Japanese established the puppet state of Manchukuo and appoint Puyi as the

Emperor.

• Japan continues pushing into the interior of China.

• After the Marco Polo Bridge incident (July 7, 1937), open war starts: Second Sino-Japanese War

(1937-1945).

• It leads to between 15 to 20 million deaths and particularly gruesome Japanese war crimes (the

Nanjing Massacre, December 1937-January 1938, Unit 731).
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The Chinese Communist Party

• The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is founded on July 23, 1921 in the Shanghai French

Concession. Small group of around 50 people.

• Moscow orders the CCP to infiltrate the KMT and control it from inside: First United Front

(1923-1927).

• However, on April 12, 1927, Chiang Kai-shek and the right wing of the KMT purge the communists:

the Shanghai massacre.

• Left wing of KMT and CCP organize the Nanchang uprising on August 1, 1927.

• Civil War between the KMT and the CCP.
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The people’s war

• Uprisings in urban centers fail in the 1920s. Stalin orders the CCP to move into the countryside.

• “Red bases” in the south.

• By 1934, the Red Army has to retreat to the north: the Long March. Mao Zedong (1893-1976)

becomes the Chairman of the Politburo. He survives all purges and power struggles.

• The Xi’an Incident leads to the formation of the Second United Front (December 24, 1936).

• Red bases in the north survive thanks to the Second United Front.

• Civil War restarts after the Japanese are defeated in 1945.
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A People’s Republic?
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The CCP takes power

• October 1, 1949, Mao proclaims the People’s Republic of China.

• A few weeks later, the effective end of the civil war and unrest that had plagued China for decades:

1. Warlord Era, 1916-1928.

2. Civil War, 1927-1936.

3. War against the Japanese, 1936-1945.

4. Civil War, 1945-1949.

• However, Kuomintang survives in Taiwan, and minor combat operations continue for years (for

example, Guanbi policy until 1979).

• Civil War more at a pause than at an end.
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A neo-Stalinist people’s republic, I

• Communist party copies the political model of High Stalinism:

1. Treaty of Friendship, Alliance, and Mutual Assistance signed on February 14, 1950.

2. Large number of Soviet advisors and Russian becomes compulsory in schools.

3. Dictatorship of the CCP (although other eight “political parties” officially exist as part of the United

Front).

4. Top leadership enjoys large privileges.

5. End of a free press, religious freedom, and other civil and political rights.

6. Constant revolutionary “campaigns” (e.g., the campaign against the ‘five pests’: flies, mosquitoes, fleas,

bedbugs, and rats).

7. Great Terror to eliminate political enemies. By the end of 1951, close to two million “enemies of the

party” are killed, often just to fulfill a quota of executions at the provincial level.
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A neo-Stalinist people’s republic, II

• Continuation:

7. Large system of concentration camps (“laogai,” short for “reform through labor”), public supervision,

and conscripted workers. Physical and mental torture (thought reform).

8. Millions more are subject to reeducation (“everyone is learning the right answers, the right ideas, and

the right slogans”) and “struggle sessions”: they are asked to write confessions, admit their personal

faults in front of audiences, and promise to do better. Others are encourage to “speak bitterness.”

9. Most foreigners are either expelled or sufficiently harassed/taxed that they leave voluntarily.

10. Artistic objects from the past are destroyed or damaged. Modern forms of art are prohibited (e.g., Jazz)

and writing characters are simplified.

11. Colonization of non-Han areas by Han: probably the largest colonization program in modern times.

12. Huge expenses on national defense.
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Maoism

• When the Soviet Union moves away from High Stalinism in the late 1950s, China’s orthodoxy will

lead to a fight with the Soviet Union.

• Festering wounds from the 1920s, the Soviet invasion of Manchuria in 1945, treatment of Mao and

Zhou when they visit Moscow, the Korean War, Soviet abuses in trade, and the Gao Gang affair.

• Close to open war in 1969: leadership leaves Beijing convinced the Soviet Union is about to start a

massive war.

• Split among communists worldwide.

• Later, Albanians, under Enver Hoxha, will break with Mao for not being “Stalinist” enough.
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Maoism

• Mao is not well-versed in Marxism. But he has deep political instincts and has read Chinese classics.

• Maoism becomes its own “brand”:

1. Predominance of the peasantry as a revolutionary force through guerrilla warfare (“Revolution is not a

dinner party”).

2. Tenderness for rebellion against authority (“Practice is the sole criterion of truth”).

3. Veneration of political violence (“Power comes out of the power of a gun”).

4. Anti-colonial resistance (“Imperialism is a paper tiger”).

5. Thought-control techniques (“Expose errors and criticise shortcomings”).

• Influential among urban guerrillas in Western Europe and insurgents in Latin America.
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Economic policy

• Economic policy also follows Stalin’s template.

• Main economic managers: Liu Shaoqi and Zhou Enlai (Mao lacks knowledge of even elementary

economics and interest in administrative details).

• Below them: Bo Yibo, Chen Yun, Li Fuchun, Gao Gang, Li Xiannian, and Deng Zihui.

• Maze of bureaucratic organizations with overlapping responsibilities.

• Over the following years, economic managers that express doubts about Mao’s goals would be bullied

and swept aside.
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Agrarian collectivization

• Land reform: At least (another) two million “landlords” are killed, often rather gruesomely (including

children or “little landlords”).

• Grain monopoly in 1953 (“unified sale and purchase system”).

• Mutual-aid societies → cooperatives → collective farms → people’s communes.

• Large irrigation and flood control programs (e.g., the Three Gate Gorge).

• Household-registration system (Hukou): population divided between city dwellers (jumin) and

peasants (nongmin). Status passed by the mother.

• Reinforced by food rationing coupons.
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Socialization and central planning

• Monetary reform. A new currency (renminbi) is introduced in December 1948, and the use of other

currencies prohibited.

• Large firms are nationalized nearly right away.

• But even small firms are expropriated in 1956: the “Socialist High Tide.”

• Five-year plans started in 1953 and coordinated by the State Planning Commission.

• Strong emphasis on basic industries, in particular steel, to the detriment of consumer industries.

• A key difference, though, with respect to the Soviet Union: much of the planning is done at a

regional level, not national.

• Massive loan from the Soviet Union plus advisors (also, at a smaller scale, East Germany and other

East block countries).
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A moment of transition

• Large demonstrations and strikes in 1956-1957 (triggered by Khrushchev’s de-Stalinization campaign).

• Eight CCP Congress deletes references to “Mao Zedong Thought” removed from its statutes and cult

of personality is denounced.

• Mao responds with a surprising campaign: “Let a hundred flowers bloom; let a hundred schools of

thought contend.”

• In economic policy: pledge to a more balanced growth toward light industry and agriculture.

• But, after a few months: return to a hard-core position.

• Embedded in the Second Five-Year Plan from 1958 to 1963 and confirmed by the Lushan Conference

in 1959, after which Peng Dehuai is purged.

• Usually known as the Great Leap Forward.
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The Great Leap Forward



The Great Leap Forward

• Stated goals (“walk on two legs”):

1. Food production: “Launching satellites of wheat.”

2. Steel: “Exceeding the UK, catching the USA.”

• Total mobilization to substitute labor for capital: “Everyone is a soldier.”

• High degree of improvisation and “outdoing” of previous targets.

• Faith in the “intuitive knowledge” of the masses instead of experts’.

• Increase in exports of commodities to import capital goods.

• Big construction projects (e.g., The Ten Great Buildings in Beijing).

• Also, the split from the Soviet Union also leads to all soviet advisors leaving by 1960.
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The rural program

• Amalgamating rural households into large-scale collective units or people’s communes:

1. As many as 20,000 households, with communal dorms, kitchens, and kindergartens.

2. Some communes try to get rid of money and substitute it with a system of points.

3. Tight control of access to food through collective canteens.

• Promotion of rural industrialization: small furnaces.

• Massive destruction of existing dwellings, tombs, and ancestral monuments.

• Increase use of fertilizers. Even human bodies!
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Mao’s war on nature

• Wishful rejection of nature’s constraints and environmental considerations:

1. Close cropping and deep plowing.

2. As many as half of all the trees in some provinces were cut down.

3. Small plots adapted to the terrain are substituted by large square plots.

4. By January 1958, one in six people in China is digging earth.

5. Sparrows are considered a pest and attacked everywhere.

Mao’s Speech at Supreme State Conference, January 28-30, 1958

“There is a new war: we should open fire on nature.”

• High cost in terms of floods, fires, soil erosion, alkalization, salinization, pollution, insect infestation,

etc.
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The death toll

• Economic outcome is truly awful.

• Industrial output collapses (lower quality goods, inflation,...).

• Large construction projects are left unfinished or barely completed.

• High corruption and shadow double-dealing.

• Terrible famine in 1959-1961. Many cases of cannibalism.

• 45-60 million deaths. At least 2.5 million of those deaths were due to beatings and torture and

between 1 to 3 million suicides.

• Perhaps the worst human-caused disaster in history.
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Figure 1: Population and Aggregate Production 1949-76 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Source: The CPIRC and Comprehensive Statistical Data and Materials on 50 years of New China (1999) 
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Why?

1. Poor incentives.

2. Massive misallocation of labor and food wasted in storage and transportation.

3. Falsified reports.

4. Exports of agricultural goods are continued (foreign donations from China even increase!).

5. Trade is reoriented from the Soviet Union to the West.

6. Food used as a political weapon against “enemies.’

7. Lack of concern of authorities.

Chen Yin, Minister of Foreign Affairs, November 1958

“Casualties have indeed appeared among workers, but it is not enough to stop us in our tracks. This is

the price we have to pay, it is nothing to be afraid of. Who knows how many people have been sacrificed

on the battlefields and in prisons [for the revolution]? Now we have a few cases of illness and death: it’s

nothing.”
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The end

• The end comes with the Seven Thousand Cadres Conference in January 1962.

• Liu Shaoqi recognizes the importance of “man-made disasters” (renhuo).

• Mao takes semi-retirement, although he promotes the idea: “never forget class struggle.”

• Some of the most radical economic policies are ended and some shadow economy reopens.

• Still:

1. CCP is purged (around 77,000 deaths).

2. The Socialist Education Movement (Shehuizhuyi Jiaoyu Yundong) aims at eliminating the last vestiges

of private markets.

3. Little Red Book is printed in 1964.

• Also: China detonates its first nuclear weapon on October 16, 1964.
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The Cultural Revolution
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The Cultural Revolution

• Mao announces his desire to have a Cultural Revolution to the Politburo in January 1965:

• But, it is only launched in earnest in the Spring of 1966:

1. May 16 Notification dissolves the top level of the party’s cultural apparatus due to the controversy

surrounding Wu Han’s Beijing Opera play Hai Rui Dismissed from Office.

2. The (Central) Cultural Revolution Group is formed in May 1966 to replace the Central Committee

Secretariat and the “Five Man Group.” Chen Boda and Jiang Qing particularly prominent.

3. Editorial on June 1, 1966, on the People’s Daily : “Sweep Away All Monsters and Demons.”

• https://www.marxists.org/subject/china/peking-review/1966/PR1966-23c.htm

4. Mao swims the Yagtze River on July 16, 1966 (after many months away from public life).

• It lasts, more or less, until 1976, when Mao dies.
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The Goals

• After the economic revolution (socialization of ownership), China needs a cultural transformation to

eradicate the old bourgeois culture, prevent the victory of revisionism, and ensure the transition from

socialism to communism.

• While the first revolution changed institutions, the Cultural Revolution needs to change private

thoughts:

• In Mao’s view, this is as important as the October Revolution in 1917.

• Since the Soviet Union did not undertake a Cultural Revolution, revisionism has triumphed there.

• In particular, the Cultural Revolution needs to eliminate “capitalist roaders.”
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Actions, I

• Mao cannot trust the CCP since wants to purge the top leadership he feels has betrayed him.

• So, he unleashes radical, self-righteous students, the Red Guards, against the CCP: “Bombard the

headquarters” and “to rebel is justified.”

• Tremendous chaos and anarchy:

1. Open civil war in Shanghai between “Red Workers” and the “Scarlet Guards.” Zhang Chunqiao and

Wang Hongwen take over the city and create a “commune.”

2. Embassies in Beijing sieged. The British one is burned down.

3. Spillover to Hong Kong. Lam Bun, a popular radio commentator, is burned alive.

• That means that Mao may not be in control, but he is always in charge (Dikötter, 2016). He toasts

on his birthday in 1966, “to the unfolding of a nationwide civil war!”
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Actions, II

• Purging the enemies of communism by eliminating the four olds: old customs, old culture, old habits,

and old ideas:

1. Temple of Confucius, Buddhists Monasteries, Mosques, and Churches are destroyed or damaged.

2. Millions of books are burned.

3. Tens of thousands of commercial brands (e.g., “Golden Pagoda”), streets, and buildings are renamed.

• Bloodline theory: class position is hereditary (“reds,” “blacks,” and “greys”).

• New “forms” of proletarian culture. Example: The Eight Model Operas.

• Mao’s cult of personality. Surprisingly, many young activists (and some not so old) in the Western

world “buy it.” Also, quite popular in Latin America and Africa.

• A particularly bizarre variation: cult of mangoes.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CsPAHrTMvxw&ab_channel=WuTangCollection 88
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Political outcomes

• Cultural Revolution leads to struggles within the CCP:

1. Different fractions of Red Guards fight among each other (e.g., “royalists” vs. “rebels”).

2. Constant reversals of fortunes regarding who is a “revisionist” and crippling factionalism.

3. The People’s Liberation Army intervenes in January 1967 supporting the “true proletarian left.” Clashes

within the People’s Liberation Army and against different groups of the Red Guards.

4. By the summer of 1968, Revolutionary Party Committees (geming weiyuanhui) have taken control of the

CCP, the state, schools, and firms.

5. Heavy influence of military officers: in practice, China becomes a military dictatorship.

• Exact details remain unknown; e.g., the Lin Biao’s incident in 1971.

• Total deaths: between 1.5 and 2 million. Many examples of cannibalism.
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Economic outcomes, I

• Material incentives are eliminated and substituted by propaganda.

• Private plots of land (given after the Great Leap Forward) are often taken back.

• Insistence on self-reliance: “Learn from Dazhai in agriculture” (fraudulent results).

• Third front of defense industries deep in the interior absorbs as much as 2/3 of industrial investment.

• Tremendous disruption of economic life: universities are closed, urban youth are sent to rural

communes, and manufacturing industries cannot produce properly.

• Young people sent to rural areas, in part, because of capital shortage and a lack of job opportunities in

the urban sector.

• Self-reliance and no advanced technical education is particularly damaging as the world is experiencing

fast technical change in the late 1960s. Mao is suspicious of electronics.
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Economic outcomes, II

• Many provinces are pushed into autarky as trade collapses.

• Concrete loss of output is hard to measure: statistics are highly unreliable. But all evidence points

out to huge loss.

• Food rations were lower in Beijing in 1979 than in 1955 and, in 1976, at least 20% suffers from

malnutrition.

• Also, big drop in the quality of manufactured goods.

• At the same time, the destruction of the power of CCP in rural areas due to infight leads to the

abandonment of many aspects of central planning in rural areas by 1976, sowing the seeds of later

growth.
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Food rationing in urban China in kg/month/head

Shanghai Beijing

1955 1979 1955 1979

0-3 years of age 3.5 3.5 4.0 4.3

10+ years of age 12.5 12.5 13.8 15.0

University students 16.0 16.0 17.5 17.0

Office clerks 14.0 14.0 15.1 15.0

Heavy physical workers 20.0 20.0 22.0 22.5
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The Gang of Four and Deng Xiaoping

• Mao dies on September 9, 1976 (Zhou Enlai had died on January 8, 1976).

• Short interregnum under Hua Guofeng, a minor figure but one fiercely loyal to Mao: “Two

Whatevers” policy.

• Gang of Four (Yao Wenyuan, Jiang Qing, Zhang Chunqiao, and Wang Hongwen): leaders of the

radical side of the party that led the last years of the Cultural Revolution.

• Hua Guofeng quickly defeats the Gang of Four and they are arrested on October 6, 1976 (role of the

People’s Liberation Army?).
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Deng takes power



Deng Xiaoping, I

• Deng Xiaoping (1904-1997) is, perhaps, the most successful politician of the 20th century.

• During his youth, he spends time in France and the Soviet Union (still, he always misunderstood

much of how Western countries worked in practice).

• In 1962, he helps China’s economic policies out of the Great Leap Forward: early opponent of

collectivization and proponent of returning the land to peasants.

• Also, Deng sees the Soviet Union as the real long-run threat of China and the U.S. as a country in

decline.
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Deng Xiaoping, II

• Victim of Mao’s purges:

1. Early cultural revolution: Sent as a worker to the Xinjian County Tractor Factory in rural Jiangxi from

1969 to 1973.

2. Mao appoints Deng back in 1974 as a deputy of Zhou Enlai to counterbalance the more radical faction

within the CCP.

3. After Zhou dies, new camping: “Criticize Deng and Oppose the Rehabilitation of Right-leaning

Elements.” After the Tiananmen Incident on April 5, 1976, he is again removed from all his positions.

• Despite his personal experiences, Deng never hesitated to use force himself when needed.

• Finally, Deng takes power in the 3rd Plenary Session (December 1978), even if Hua Guofeng remains

nominal Chairman of the CCP until 1981. In fact, Deng never becomes the “official” leader of the

CCP.
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A mixed balance

• Deng Xiaoping looks at China’s performance since 1949 in mixed terms.

• On the one hand, there have been improvements in literacy, school attendance, maternal and infant

survival rates, public health, and life expectancy (with some reversals due to the Cultural Revolution,

in particular in health and education).

• On the other hand, China has fallen well behind other countries in East Asia. In particular, Singapore

(he visits it in 1978), South Korea, and Taiwan.

• China fails to accomplish its strategic goals in the Sino-Vietnamese War of 1979: the campaign is

considered a debacle.

• Population is exhausted of “revolution.”

• Deng gets to the conclusion that China needs a sharp change of direction.

• Chinese official line for assessing Mao: a wishy-washy 70-30 split.
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smaller, economies.2 Real-wage data from Allen et al. (2011) also reveal that
Chinese living standards were probably closer to those of the relatively
backward parts of Europe, but lower than north-western Europe in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The structure of Chinese GDP even
in the 1910s reveals a typical agrarian economy, with a 70 per cent share of the
economy in the agriculture sector (Maddison 2007; Ma 2008). These reviews
confirm that the divergence in living standards and per capita incomes
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Figure 5.1 Chinese GDP per capita, 980–2010 (1990 international $)
Source: A: Broadberry et al. 2018; B: Maddison Project Database, version 2013.

2 For other works estimating Chinese GDP, see Ma and de Jong 2019.
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from Stalin’s Soviet Union.23 So far, the Maoist economy seems to have 

embarked on a structural change (changes in GDP shares), driven by heavy 

industry, neatly fitted in with the destiny of modernity. One may take the face 

value for the time being, too. 

 

Table 2. Period Capital Investment, % in Total, 1953-75 

 

Period A B A/B 

1953-7 36 7 5.1 

1958-62 54 7 7.7 

1963-5 46 4 11.5 

1966-70 51 4 12.8 

1971-5 50 6 8.3 

Average 47 6 7.8 

 

Source: Based on Lan Xia, “1957-1976 Nian Woguo Jingji Jilei Yu Fenpei Zhuangkuang” (Capital 

Accumulation and Distribution in the Chinese Economy, 1957-1976), Chengdu Daxue Xuebao 

(Bulletin of Chengdu University), 1 (2000), pp. 21-3. 

Note: A = Heavy industry, B = Light industry. 

 

However, other categories for economic growth and development seem to 

disagree a corollary that the rest of the Maoist economy moved towards 

industrialisation and modernisation. We begin first of all with capital 

accumulation and re-investment. Allegedly, achievements displayed in Tables 1 

and 2 were powered by the super-human ability of the government in capital 

accumulation and re-investment: It was claimed that under Mao’s rule the ear-

marked amount by the state to re-invest was mandatorily a quarter of China’s 

annual GDP with an investment-to-GDP yielding ratio of 1:1 (after 1957).24 

However, after each round of re-investment China’s GDP would increase a 

 
23 H. Y. Li, Mao and the Economic Stalinization of China, 1948-1 (New York: Rowman & 

Littlefield, 2006). 

24 Ministry of Finance, Zhongguo Caizheng Nianjian, 1997 (China’s Financial Yearbook, 1997) 

(Beijing: China’s Finance Magazine Press, 1997), p. 479; National Bureau of Statistics, Zhongguo 

Tongji Nianjian, 2002 (China’s Statistical Yearbook, 2002) (Beijing: China’s Statistics Press, 

2002), p. 51. 
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Table 4. Employment Shares, % in Total Population 

 

Case All sectors Agriculture Non-agriculture 

China, 1978 100 71 29 

Japan, 1872 100 72 28 

Russia, 1914 100 75 25 

India, 1901 100 65 35 

 

Sources: Li Jingwen, “Lun Woguo Chanye Jiegoude Biandong Qushi” (Trend of Structural 

Change in China’s Economy), Xinhua Wenzhai (Xinhua Compilation), 12 (1995), pp. 46-8; Zhang 

Zhuoyuan, “Zhongguo Jingji Tizhi Gaigede Zongti Huigu Yu Zhanwang” (Review and Speculation 

of the Reform of China’s Economic System), Xinhua Wenzhai (Xinhua Compilation), 7 (1998), pp. 

48-50; N. Charlesworth, Neil, British Rule and the Indian Economy (London: MacMillan, 1982), 

p. 20; A. Feuerwerker, “The State and the Economy in Late Imperial China,” Theory and Society, 

13/3 (1984), pp. 299, 302, 312-13; K. Chao, Man and Land in Chinese History: An Economic 

Analysis (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1986), ch. 3; R. Minami, The Economic 

Development of Japan (London: MacMillan, 1986), p. 24; S. G. Wheatcroft, R. W. Davies and J. 

M. Cooper, “Soviet Industrialization Reconsidered: Some Preliminary Conclusions about 

Economic Development between 1926 and 1941,” Economic History Review, 39/2 (1986), p. 273; P. 

Maitra, Indian Economic Development. Population Growth and Technical Change (New Delhi: 

Ashish, 1991), pp. 101, 132; P. Francks, Japanese Economic Development, Theory and Practice 

(London: Routledge, 1992), p. 29; R. W. Davies, M. Harrison and S. G. Wheatcroft, The Economic 

Transformation of the Soviet Union, 1913-1945 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 

p. 112; P. R. Gregory, Before Command: An Economic History of Russia from Emancipation to the 

First Five-Year Plan (Princeton: Princeton University Press Gregory, 1994), pp. 21, 42. 

 

Moreover, if the data in Tables 3 and 4 are reliable and believable, with a 16-18 

percent urban share in the total population, a country’s industrial GDP is most 

likely to be around 20 percent of its total GDP (see again Table 1). One has no 

reason to believe that Mao’s China should be an exception. Thus, the official 

numbers for China’s industrial GDP are likely to be inflated. 

 

1.3. Hidden engine of growth under Mao’s rule 

This study hypothesizes an agricultural-industrial dichotomy for a closed 

economy. A hint comes from a zero-sum between capital investment and 

economic austerity (Table 5). 
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Based on such limited information, the compounded extra price for the peasantry 

to pay can be calculated as 115 percent.36 Incidentally, in Stalin’s Soviet Union, 

peasants had to pay 75-200 percent above the market prices for industrial goods 

and services.37 China’s scissors-pricing arbitrage ended only after Mao died.38 

 

Consequently, both economic austerity and scissors-pricing effectively removed 

incentives for the peasantry to produce. China’s once productive agricultural 

sector was in a steady decline, leading to nation-wide food deficits. North China 

went under first and South China followed (Table 7).39 

 

Table 7. Food Surpluses and Deficits, x 104 Tons, 1953-78 

 

Period  South China North China China’s total 

1953-5 +688.5 +204.3 +892.8 

1956-60 +1950.5 –472.0 +1478.5 

1961-5 +669.5 –2013.5 –1344.0 

1966-70 +942.0 –796.5 +145.5 

1971–5 +952.5 –1159.0 –206.5 

1976–8 –22.8 –1106.4 –1129.2 

Source: Rural Economy Institute, Ministry of Agriculture (ed.), Dangdai Zhongguo Nongye 

Biange Yu Fazhan Yanjiu (A Study of Agricultural Reforms and Development in Contemporary 

China) (Beijing: China’s Agriculture Press, 1998), p. 251. 

Note: Positive values = food surpluses; negative values = exports due to food deficits. 

 
36 A simple formula is Pext  = (1 − 1/0.5pgr) + 0.15 pgi, where Pext is extra price; pgr, government 

rural price mark-down; pgi, government industrial price mark-up. 

37 Malafeev, History of Price Formation, p. 286; Gregory and Stuart, Structure and Performance, p. 

62. 

38 K. Deng and J. Du, “To Get the Prices Right for Food: The State versus the Market in 

Reforming China, 1979–2006,” European Review of Economic History 21/3 (2017), pp. 302-25. 

39 M. Elvin, The Pattern of the Chinese Past (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1973); D. H. 

Perkins, Agricultural Development in China, 1368–1968 (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University 

Press, 1969); S. R. Dittrich, and R. H. Myers, “Resource Allocation in Traditional Agriculture,” 

Journal of Political Economy, 79/4 (1971), pp. 887–96; B. Li, Agricultural Development in 

Jiangnan, 1620–1850 (London: Macmillan, 1998); K. Pomeranz, The Great Divergence (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 2000), Pt 1. 
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Nominal and real urban wage in the

state sector in yuan/year

Nominal wage Index Real wage (1957) Index

1957 637 100 637 100

1961 537 71 493 77

1965 652 93 539 85

1970 609 88 429 67

1976 605 86 327 51

1978 644 88 310 49
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Decline in dependent-supporting capacity

per urban waged worker

Average family (persons) Dependents (persons)

Pre-1949 6.9 (100) 4.0 (100)

1957 4.5 (65) 3.3 (83)

1964 5.8 (84) 3.4 (85)

1970 2.5 (63)

1977 4.5 (65) 2.1 (53)
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Living standards: worse off in calorie intake

Daily calorie intake Index

China (1930s) 2,537 100

...Beijing 2,670 105

...Shanghai 3,008 119

...Wuhan 3,500 138

China (1955-79) 2,009 79
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Deng Xiaoping, 1979

“Modernization does represent a great new revolution. The aim of our revolution is to liberate and

expand the productive forces. Without expanding the productive forces, making our country prosperous

and powerful, and improving the living standards of the people, our revolution is just empty talk. We

oppose the old society and the old system because they oppressed the people and fettered the productive

forces. We are clear about this problem now. The Gang of Four said it was better to be poor under

socialism than to be rich under capitalism. This is absurd.”
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Deng and China’s returns to the world

• Deng builds on forces already on movement.

• For instance: arrival of China to world stage.

• In some sense, it only returns to its natural place given its size and population.

• Four eras:

1. First contact: 1972-1979.

2. Reform in the countryside: 1979-1990.

3. City-biased growth: 1990-2013.

4. Xi’s leadership: 2013-2022.
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Reforms



The first reforms, I

• Zhou Enlai had already mentioned “four modernizations” (agriculture, industry, defense and science

and technology) in January 1975.

• Deng adopts the slogan.

• End to Mao’s “class war” and “continuous revolution.”

• Law and order are restored.

• Universities are reopened in 1977 and science is promoted. The Third Wave becomes a mandatory

reading among top officials.

• Restore efficient central bureaucracy but much power is returned to local authorities.

• Some of the old economic managers are restored to power: Chen Yun, Bo Yibo, and Yang Shangkun.
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The first reforms, II

• Rural liberalization: private farming and small rural enterprises.

1. In fact, much of rural liberalization is spontaneous: 18 farmers in Xiaogang (Anhui) signed a secret

contract in 1978 to break away from the commune.

2. Agricultural requisition prices are increased.

3. Communes are officially dissolved in 1982, although in practice they had been moribund for years.

4. Land productivity triples in a few years.

5. Rural small firms and factories.

• Expansion of foreign trade (for growth) and investment (to transfer technology):

1. China gets Most Favored Nation status on February 1, 1980.

2. Yuan is devalued: “internal settlement rate” of 2.80 yuan/dollar on January 1, 1981 (from 1.50

yuan/dollar). Later devaluations will lead to official exchange rate of 3.71 yuan/dollar.
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The first reforms, III

• Special Economic Zones.

• Policies aimed at ‘enlivening’ state-owned enterprises. First, dual-price system; later price

liberalization.

• Fiscal decentralization: control of state enterprises is passed to local governments, which can keep a

share of profits.

• State banks increase lending.

• Population growth control. Often violent.

• Food rationing is ended.
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Outcomes

• Economic growth returns but the transition is not smooth. For example: policy of retrenchment until

1982, reversals of price liberalizations in 1988.

• Links with Hong Kong and overseas Chinese revived. For example, some homes are returned.

• High inflation.
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1989 Tiananmen Square protests

• 1989 is a central point in China’s political and economic life.

• Students start protesting in April 1998 after the death of Hu Yaobang, who had been ousted from

power in 1987.

• Strong influence of reform movement in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.

• Impact of inflation on urban residents.

• General Secretary Zhao Ziyang wants to negotiate with students. Deng opposes any concession.

• People’s Liberation Army cleans Tiananmen Square on June 3-5. Death figure?

• Zhao is put under house arrest, and Jiang Zemin becomes General Secretary.
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The second reforms

• Regime worries its power might collapse.

• Example of the Soviet Union is interpreted in two ways:

1. Khrushchev annihilated Stalin (mistake 1), Gorbachev loosened up control too fast (mistake 2) ⇒ policy

response: tighten up control (represented by Chen Yun).

2. Soviets did not improve people’s lives fast enough ⇒ policy response: focus on growth. Jiang was not

sure what to do, but Deng’s 1992 southern tour made the choice for this option.

• After 1992, China switches to a policy of export- and city-oriented growth.

• Large foreign investment; stock markets open; tax reform in 1994.

• The political-economy of growth.
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China’s university enrollment
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Picking national champions

• Starting in 1998, 512 state enterprises are selected to become large conglomerates.

• Firms are merged and listed abroad.

• China becomes a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) on December 11, 2001.

• Large trade surpluses 2003-2012 (8.68% of GDP in 2008).

• Large investments abroad (mainly Central Asia and Africa) and commodity price push.

• Serious concerns about intellectual property and pollution.
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